
Regional Profiles of the Pacific Northwest Comparison Visual 
Task: Create a visual understanding and comparison of two regions of Washington State.  
Required for each region: 

- Title of Region 
- Descriptions and analysis of  the natural environment of your chosen regions 

o 4 required: soil, climate, one (1) physical feature, major industry of the region 
o 4 optional (you choose): plants, animals, natural resources, monuments, etc.  

 You may NOT do 4 of the same thing (i.e. 4 different animals) 
- ONE visual required for EACH of the above topics 

- Clear and concise analysis or description must be written next to EACH visual 

- Discussion of Rainshadow Effect on EACH region  

Content Recommendations: 
- Use class textbook (Chapter 2) to gather relevant information – START HERE! 
- Web searches for supplemental information on specific regions 
- Personal connections for supplemental information 

Visuals/Diagrams/Charts 
- Search textbook to find appropriate visuals on region 
- Web searches for flow charts, feedback loops, etc. 
- Create your own based on textbook/web searches 
- Visuals may be printed or hand-drawn 

Both regions will be represented on the same poster! 
Due Friday, February 14th – end of class period 
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